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An Orthodox man lived right next door to an atheist Jew. The 

Orthodox man prayed every evening, morning and afternoon and 

every Shabbos he was in shul, while the atheist ate ham sandwiches 

with a glass of milk on Yom Kippur!  

The atheist had a good life. He had an excellent, well-paid job, 

a wonderful wife, and lovely, healthy, children, while the Orthodox 

man’s job was stressful, his wages were low, and his wife and 

children were selfish, nagging him all the time about their terrible lot 

in life. 

So one day, the Orthodox man paused from his morning 

prayer, raised his head toward heaven and said, "I pray to you three 

times a day, I keep kosher, I keep Shabbos, I dress humbly, I study 

with my rebbe, I atone for my misdeeds and give whatever I can to 

tzedakah. And yet my neighbor, who doesn't even believe in you, 

who eats treyf, who drives his fancy schmancy convertible on 

Shabbos, who ignores every homeless person and who doesn’t know 

the difference between the tablets of the Ten Commandments and 

the McDonald’s arches, he is blessed with happiness, while I am poor 

and suffer every indignity. Why is this?" 

A still small voice whispered from heaven and said, "BECAUSE 

HE DOESN'T BOTHER ME ALL THE TIME!" 

People often think that because I don’t use the word God, I 

must be, at best, an agnostic or maybe even an atheist. Neither of 

those is true although I do believe that there’s plenty of room within 

Judaism for healthy agnostics and atheists. I know rabbis who’ve 

“come out” as agnostics or atheists. There’ll be no such fireworks 

tonight, although I’m pretty sure that some of you will still think I fall 

into either the “I-Don’t-Know” category or “There-is-no-God” category. 

Good!!! After tomorrow, let’s have breakfast! 



 
 
 Some of you know that this journey of mine began years ago, 

just after I became a Bar Mitzvah. One Shabbat morning, I was sitting 

with my friends as another one of us “ran the gauntlet” on the bimah 

on his special day. That morning I discovered I was familiar enough 

with the service that I could sing the Hebrew while reading the 

English at the same time. As I read, my eyes and my mind opened 

wider and wider. I remember thinking to myself, “If this is what the 

Hebrew REALLY means – I don’t believe it! That’s not the way I think 

about God at all.” Of course, I didn’t say this out loud. But the feeling 

never went away. The new consciousness never went away. The 

search for clarity and understanding, if there was any to be found, 

never went away.  

A couple of years later when a role model, mentor and 

surrogate older brother of mine was killed in Vietnam while he was 

there entertaining the troops, not only was I more confused and 

disappointed in God as the prayerbook expressed it, I became angry. 

How could this God, who commanded that WE limited humans not 

stand idly by injustice or violence, how could God, protector of HIS 

people Israel, stand idly by as my friend, one of the kindest, sweetest, 

most selfless people I’ve ever known, who was a deeply believing 

and practicing Conservative Jew, how could this God stand idle as 

my friend was shot down? In the couple of years following, my 

parents dragged me to shul every once in a while. I sat there, mouth 

closed, arms across my chest, staring straight ahead and hoping my 

eyes would suddenly become like Superman’s and I could burn the 

holes I saw in their theology right into that Shabbat so they could see 

them, too. I guess I was pretty angry! When, in relation to my friend’s 

death, my rabbi at the time asked me what MY problem was, I was 

done. I didn’t have a problem. Judaism and the God about whom I 

was taught had a problem. I thought I was done forever with Judaism. 

Clearly, by the look of things, I’m not.  

 The struggle goes on. That’s not a bad thing. I’ve come to 

understand it’s good. In Pirke Avot (5:17), the Ethics of the Sages, it 

says, “For every controversy [every struggle] that is in the name of 

heaven, the end thereof is [destined] to result in something 



 
 
permanent…” I like the positive note of this little mishnah but not the 

part about permanence. From my wrestling match with the word God, 

I’ve learned that NOTHING is permanent. It’s a fluid struggle, a 

struggle that is for the sake of heaven in the sense that heaven can 

be found in everything and everywhere. Every thing and every one is 

worth this struggle because this struggle to figure out God is really 

about figuring out ourselves. 

 It seems I always get the most insight from the Chasidic 

master, Rabbi Menachem Mendl of Kotsk. Maybe you will, too: 

"A Hasid came to Rabbi Menachem Mendl and complained: "Rabbi, I 

have all types of terrible thoughts."  "Such as?" “I am even afraid to 

say them. I feel absolutely terrible that I can even think thoughts for 

which there is no atonement." "Tell me what they are." "…Sometimes 

I think that God doesn't exist."  "So what do you care?"  "What do you 

mean, 'What do you care?'" cried out the Hasid. "If there is no God, 

there is no purpose to the entire world!" "And what do you care if 

there is no purpose to the entire world?" "Rabbi, if there is no purpose 

to the world, what purpose is there to the Torah?" "And what do you 

care if there is no purpose to the Torah?" "Rabbi! If there is no 

purpose to the Torah, then there is no purpose to life - and that 

bothers me greatly!" Rabbi Menachem Mendl said to the Hasid: 

"If that bothers you so much, you are a fine Jew, and a fine Jew is 

permitted to have such thoughts." 

 For Rabbi Menachem Mendl being Jewish IS struggle, even the 

struggle produced by questioning God’s existence. Menachem Mendl 

also used to say that God lives where people let God in, that we 

shouldn’t wonder whether God is distant from us or we are distant 

from God. It is a matter of imminence, not eminence.  It is not a 

matter of geography, although it is everything geographic, and 

everything that we have yet to map and can never map. It is heart. It 

is soul. It is love. It is clarity. It is my messy desk. It is what I can 

easily find on my messy desk. It is what I’ll never find on my messy 

desk. It is our joys. It is our sorrows. It is despair. It is hope. It…is.  

My colleague Rabbi Rami Shapiro, sometimes speaks through 

the fictional voice of a virtual sage he calls Reb Yerachmiel ben 



 
 
Yisrael:  A hasid burst into the study of Reb Yerachmiel. "Rebbe," 

…"What is the way to God?" The Rebbe looked up from his studies 

and answered: "There is no way to God, for God is not other than 

here and now." "Then, Rebbe, tell me the essence of God." "There is 

no essence of God, for God is all and nothing." "Then, Rebbe, tell me 

the secret that I might know that God is all." "My friend…, there is no 

way, there is no essence, there is no secret….” 

 If God is “all” then we are NEVER distant from God, NOR is 

God distant from us. God is us and everyone and everything else – 

the little bit that we know and the majority that we do not. God is not 

our knowing or believing. Most importantly, God is not…a name!  

In Judaism, God doesn’t have a name. When Moses is at the 

burning bush and has an experience within which he feels as though 

he is told to return to Egypt and free the Jewish people, he responds 

to the experience with a question, “Who should I say sent me?” The 

answer that comes back is “Ehyeh asher Ehyeh”, which either 

means, “I will be what I will be” or “I am what I am.” “Ehyeh asher 

Ehyeh” is NOT a name – it is a description! 

 This “description” is more familiar than we might think. The core 

of our prayer, as I mentioned last week, is the declaration from Moses 

to the Jewish people that we call by its first word: the Shema. It says: 

Shema, Yisrael – Listen! Pay attention Jewish people! Adonai, 

Eloheynu – Adonai, the surrogate pronunciation for the four letters 

the Bible uses to indicate God, Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey, this Adonai, for us, 

is One. The letters “Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey” are based on the root of the 

Hebrew verb, lihiyot, “to be”, and what those four letters do together 

is create an amazing nominal form of the verb “to be”. But of course, 

there can’t be a nominal form of the verb “to be”, to “is”, to “was” and 

to “will be”. And maybe that’s the point. We will find no name for 

Everything and Everyone and “Everytime” and Everywhere as we 

move through the improvised choreography that is Life. It just “is” and 

“it was” and it “will be”. Expanding a notion of my colleague Rabbi 

Laura Duhan Kaplan, it is…Ever-Emerging-Infinite-Pool-and-

Fountain-Flow-Beyond-Conception, revealed and present in All, 

Intimate-and-Elusive.  



 
 

It is our tradition to say the Shema morning and evening, 

framing a day in our Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey description of “All This”. Each 

of us is part of it, within it. Everything we do in our relatively short 

lives impacts it. We are all part of each-other and each thing. My 

colleague, Rabbi Arthur Waskow, reminds us that, “In [the] future, we 

will know -- and in the present, we must learn -- that [Yud-Hey-Vav-

Hey] does not stand for Lord, Boss, Judge, King – but  [just as it 

sounds when we try say it without vowels] the Inter-breathing of all 

life.” Breathing and being within this All, this One, this Everything, our 

purpose becomes clear and that which is antithetical to the Oneness 

is also clear. Guns are antithetical to the Oneness. “Haves”, in 

opposition to “Have-nots”, is antithetical to the Oneness. Abuse of the 

air, land and water is antithetical to the Oneness. People literally 

dying to make the clothing we wear is antithetical to the Oneness. 

War is antithetical to the Oneness. Lopsided goals between labor and 

management is antithetical to the Oneness. Anything we do for our 

own benefit must also be for the benefit of All – with a capital “A”, 

because within our Oneness there is no me and them, there is only 

All. There are no right countries and wrong countries, right religions 

or wrong religions, races or ethnicities. There are no normal and 

abnormal people. Nothing and no one is straight or queer within the 

Oneness because everything and everyone belongs to it, is essential 

to it .There is only All, this small speck of dust, water and air and…the 

Universe – with a capital “U”. There is no human being vs. animal 

being vs. inanimate being. We are All one being, one Breathing, one 

Soul struggling to live not AT each other or despite each other but 

rather WITH one another. We can never, and should never, name it. 

We should be the best we can, while we can, within it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


